
Mission Medicine© 

Guide: when things go wrong 
 

This guide will give you clear instructions for certain scenarios you may 

encounter whilst tutoring with us. We want you to feel prepared and able to 

manage any issues with the utmost professionalism and maturity that is 

synonymous with Mission Medicine.  

Please contact tutor@missionmedicine.co.uk if you have an issue you cannot 

resolve using this guide. 

 

General approach to any issue 

Whatever happens – follow this process! 

 

Contents 

Overview: methods to resolve issues 

‘My tutee is unhappy and/or would like to make a complaint’ 

‘My tutee has not shown up’  

‘My session ran over’  

Abuse 

Safeguarding 

 

 



Problem solver: examples of possible issues 

Subject matter not covered adequately = offer to revise lesson plan and cover content in future 

session 

Poor outcome in aspect of application process = explore reasons and offer guidance 

Unhappy with quality of tuition = explore reasons and re-adjust for next session 
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Overview of resolution methods 

The initial measures of resolution are to apologise, re-assure and seek a local 

and quick solution that is specific to the problem.  

If these do not work then you can offer a free session. This should be used in a 

graded manner and used sparingly – i.e escalate up from initial measures to 

offering a free session if the issue cannot be resolved. 

You can only provide one free session per tutee – use this form 

Tutee unhappy and/or would like to make a 

complaint 

Step one: apologise, re-assure and establish the reason  

If they want to talk to management at this point provide them with 

admin@missionmedicine.co.uk  

Step two: try to resolve the issue locally and quickly  

Step three: try resolution methods outlined above  

Step four: if the tutee is still unhappy please get in touch! (as per template 

below) 
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Template for e-mail regarding tutee issue 

Subject: Tutee Issue 

E-mail 

Tutee name: 

Tutee e-mail: 

Summary of issue: 

Action so far: 

Example below  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tutee no-show or late re-booking 

A tutee has a 24 hour limit on re-booking a session. If this limit is passed, or 

they simply do not turn up then explain that this session will be charged to 

them and be used up out of their tuition package. 

You will still be payed! 

If before 24 hours it is your responsibility to re-schedule with the tutee. 

If they have extenuating circumstances please get in touch. 
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Session running over 

Try to keep tutor sessions to an hour as much as possible! It is the 

responsibility of both you and the tutee to ensure this happens.  

What happens if the sessions runs over? 

The tutee will be charged £15 per additional 15 minutes and you will be payed 

pro-rata as per the £20 hourly rate (£5 for 15 minutes).  

How do I record this? 

Record this on your time sheet per 15 minute intervals (e.g 0.25 for 15 

minutes)  

Please e-mail tutor@missionmedicine.co.uk letting us know which tutee this 

occurred with and how long it ran over 

Abuse from a tutee 

This is a never event.  

Explain that you must terminate the session and sign-off.  

E-mail us as soon as possible with details of the event at 

tutor@missionmedicine.co.uk  

We want you to feel safe and enjoy working for us so if this happens, we will have a meeting 

to discuss it!  

 

Safeguarding 

If you have any safeguarding concerns about a tutee please get in touch as 

soon as possible to tutor@missionmedicine.co.uk.  

 

 

 


